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Are you feeling desperate because you want to save your marriage - but your spouse doesn't want

to?Perhaps they are involved with someone else or have simply had enough.Don't despair! There

IS a way to get them to come back to you.In this volume of the acclaimed "Growing in Love for Life"

series, marriage and relationship coach Liam Naden will show you:- the 5 things you must NOT do if

you want your spouse to stay. If you are doing ANY these it is very likely that you will drive them

away completely.- the 7 steps you MUST take to ensure they want to stay with you and work on

your marriage- how to get your spouse back if they have already left or are in another relationship-

how to get your spouse to find you irresistibly attractive so that they want to be with you more than

anyone else- how to start healing the hurt in your marriage and rebuild trust and intimacy againand

much more.There is nothing worse than watching your spouse leave you and feeling helpless to

stop them. But it doesn't have to be that way.But by doing the RIGHT things, you can get your

husband or wife to change they way they feel about you and your marriage. This book will show you

how to do that.Read this book, apply the steps and save you marriage today.
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I have been working on repairing a marriage in which my spouse has stated he is done and

punctuated that with an affair. I am not ready to give up and have been seeing an individual

counselor as well as going to couples counselling. I had already arrived at many of the suggestions

this book makes, but it gave me affirmation that I am on the right track. This week he told me he is

not planning on going anywhere just yet. So I have faith that it is going to work, but as the book

says: take care of your own issues and don't depend on your partner for all your needs. Then

whether it works out in the end or not, I will be ok.

If you want to save your marriage...AND...what you are currently doing is not working, I recommend

this book. First of all, it's less expensive than hours with a counselor or therapist. Second, the

information inside, although possibly counter-intuitive IS worth giving a shot. Third...you made a

commitment to your spouse once upon a time...don't you both deserve one more shot? =)I think that

even if you are like me...and your marriage is in a good place, with occasional ups & downs...but still

on a good path...you will get some great benefit out of this book. It helps to look at things from a

different perspective and try to see what YOU may need to change before expecting your spouse to

change.This book offers some free gifts as well as other resources that I feel can really be beneficial

to you, your spouse and your marriage. SO worth the small price tag...worth way more, in my

opinion.

This is a nice brief on point pamphlet (a series) that.bullets key concepts regarding marriage. I found

it VITAL that no matter what we must love ourselves and care about ourselves regardless of the

outcome. In my case, my spouse committed adulatory. Worse, he was horribly abusive leading to

my nervous breakdown. Now, the "adulatory" is my fault. I've been called unspeakable names. Do I

want this in my life? Or am I just afraid to be alone and afraid about the children? This book brings a

key point to the forefront. My happiness matters most. The rest will fall where it belongs. It's time to

take care of me for once.

I get it, this is just a volume in a series but its portrayed as a book. I felt like How to Save Your

Marriage When Your Spouse Doesn't Want To was a lot of baloney. I think the part that got me the

most in the What TO Do was "Improve Your Appearance" -- that is a pretty superficial notion that if

you just make yourself look better by buying better clothes and spending more time getting ready in

the morning that your spouse will jump back into your arms. I also found in the What NOT To Do

section highly annoying is "Don't Ask for Counseling" -- I think that this author is just trying to say,



hey you don't need counseling, you just need to buy my book! Counseling is a tried and true area of

practice that shows results. Yes, it is true that not every couple responds to counseling but many

couples are very successful after a round or two of marriage counseling. I was not impressed with

this book at all and did not find it the slightest bit helpful.

succinct and to the point with good information. The only part I might disagree with is the tip "don't

suggest marriage counseling" and the unsubstantiated claim that 80% of counseling doesn't work.

But the other tips are relevant and good. Yes it's short. Makes it easy to read. Would it seem more

worthwhile if you paid $15 instead of $3 to re-read the same tips spread out over 300 pages? ;)

This is a shorter read than I was expecting, so its a little overpriced. It would be better to pay

$10-$15 to get the entire series, or $1.99 per mini read...Otherwise good. It basically says, decide to

save your marriage and do not accept an alternative. It offers a few good constructive things to do to

achieve that...~Separated in AZ

Only a fe pages long. Don't waste your money as it is just a repeat, nearly word for word, of his

website.

i thought the book had some good principles by which I should operate haven't been separated from

my wife it has been a hard time but i think the book of help me do the right things in a difficult time

the price was great and being an ebook it was received immediately
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